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Melissa has a bad case of sibling rivalry, only her competition is a fictional character in her father's
best-selling novel about a teenage super spy. When her father is "dadnapped" by a group of
overzealous fans, it's up to Melissa to help him by tapping her inner superhero. If you think
kidnapping even when its for fun from some of your fans is a great subject for a comedy than you'll
probably like Dadnapped. You also I'm sure liked Cop Rock when it was inflicted on the American
public.

The Magic Kingdom got together several of its stars from its television series lineup like Jason Earles,
Moises Arias, Emily Osment, David Henrie and Phill Lewis and got them together for Dadnapped. The
plot concerns Osment and her estranged father George Newbern. He writes a popular series of books
about a teen superhero played in imaginary sequences by Jonathan Keltz. Which consumes all his
time, so the two decide for a father/daughter vacation. But he has to stop at a fan convention first,
something like the one that Tim Allen and the rest of the cast had to go in Galaxy Quest.

Three young fans, Henrie, Arias, and Denzel Whitaker kidnap their favorite author as a gag. But then
some others kidnap him from them for real. They want his help on a literary masterpiece. At least
they keep Newbern and Osment mobile and not bed bound like Kathy Bates did to poor James Caan.

I don't expect much from the Disney Studios, sometimes I'm pleasantly surprised. And sometimes
I'm left aghast like I was here. Hopefully some talented people will still have careers after
Dadnapped has been forgotten. Melissa Morris (Emily Osment) wants to get the attention of her
preoccupied best selling author father Neil (George Newbern) during their vacation. She is constantly
talking to her father hero character Tripp Zoome (Jonathan Keltz). Then Neil gets kidnapped by his
super fans Wheeze (David Henrie), Andre (Moises Arias), and Sheldon (Denzel Whitaker). Next she
and her dad gets kidnapped by brothers Maurice (Phill Lewis) and Skunk (Charles Halford) who want
Neil to fix their book. There is also hotel manager Merv (Jason Earles).

It's a cheap Disney production with their stars of the moment. There is a lot of complaining from the
daughter Melissa. And her imaginary conversations are kind of annoying. In fact, everybody is
annoying to some degree. The dad isn't that appealing either. After they reunite, the father daughter
relationship could develop better. But nothing could really save this mess. 646f9e108c 
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